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Abstract: The basis of any design is on recognition of physical properties of the intended materials.
In particular to design the fluid base thermal systems, knowledge of the properties of fluid to predict
its behavior is necessary. Since most thermal fluids applications have moving state, measuring the
thermal conductivity of moving fluid should be considered. That is more important for suspensions
like nanofluids due to the effect of collapse, interactions and fraction between particles. There are
some methods used to measure thermal conductivity of liquids and suspensions. They have limitations
such as stationary state condition to perform the test, time restriction, and ideal assumptions, etc.
Diferent results of recent researchers prove the restrictions of these devices. Therefore, using new
methods to solve restrictions of previous instruments is necessary to find trustable response for
physical properties of nanofluids. In this study, thermal conductivity of nanofluids was measured by
a new invention whose base is on consumed heat power for convection and conduction. The
nanofluids used are alumina – water and also copper oxide water.
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INTRODUCTION

Using nanotechnology and especially nanofluid can help the researchers make suitable media for heat
transfer. Nanofluid is a mixture of a base fluid including suspended nanosize metallic or metal oxide particles
(Choi, 1995). Common industrial thermal fluids like water, ethylene glycol, and oils have lower thermal
conductivity coefficient than metals and metallic oxides. Metallic or metal oxide particles can improve thermal
capability of traditional fluid. Increasing the thermal conductivity coefficient and also convection heat transfer
coefficient without considerable pressure lost is a benefit of nanofluid rather than traditional mixtures (Etemad,
2008). It is expected that vast using of nanofluid in industries can solve the main problem of equipment and
thermal fluids. The main problem is actually the inadequate heat transfer.

Using nanofluid in electrical industries such as computer design and production also can be useful. There
are some devices such as microprocessors that make a lot of heat. Nanofluid has a great potential to absorb
the heat and solve such problems (Nguyen et al., 2007).

The First step to use thermal fluid in engineering designs is determination of physical properties. In
stationary state or laminar flow type, conduction plays a key role. However, there are also convection and
radiation but the importance of conduction is more obvious. In this research, conduction was investigated
because the low velocity of nanofluid flow was considered.

There have obtained a lot of theoretical formulas or empirical correlations to determine the thermal
conductivity of solid or fluids, but none of them could satisfy all nanofluids. Thus, it is needed to measure
thermal conductivity of nanofluids by experimental methods (Hosseini, 2009). There are some methods used
to measure thermal conductivity of suspensions. However, all of them are designed for stationary state and
limited by time and effect of other types of heat transfer. Effectiveness of convection is enhanced by increasing
duration of experiment in these methods.
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According to the above mentioned problems, we attempted to invent a new device to measure thermal
conductivity of liquids and suspensions especially nanofluids. In this device, heat is provided by electrical
element and transferred to the sample. The thermal conductivity of moving fluid was calculated by measuring
its temperature and putting it in the basic heat transfer formulas. To invent it, we followed the “adaptation of
an old principle to an old problem to achieve a new result” principle of inventions.

This new device is very cheap and exact. It is also not restricted by time duration. To measure the thermal
conductivity of suspension in given concentration, we have to change the amount of base fluid by increasing
the temperature. During the experiment, the researcher must care to fix the velocity in each test. This new
device is used only for fluids and suspensions. Since our experiments were carried out in low temperature, we
neglected the effect of radiation heat transfer. We also ignored the free convection heat transfer because top
of sample’s beaker is covered by aluminum foil.

Measuring techniques of the physical properties also is important. This research attempted to focus on
techniques or methods used to measure thermal conductivity of liquids and present a new method.

There are several methods to measure thermal conductivity of liquids such as transient hot wire (THW)
method (Gross & Tran, 2004), hot-strip method (Gustafsson et al., 1979), hot needle method (Doug Cobos,
1998), 3ω method (Wang et al., 2007), etc. But the main problems of these techniques are that all of them
are performed in stationary state and are restricted by time (Hammerschmidt & Sabuga, 2000). Due to the
effect of convection by increasing the time, traditional devices should perform in a few seconds. Otherwise,
convection heat transfer makes error in output. However, our new method considers the convection heat
transfer in measuring the thermal conductivity of moving liquids and suspensions. In this method, thermal
conductivity of nanofluids was measured by consideration of both conduction and convection heat transfer
while the nanofluids were moved smoothly. Due to low temperature range in our tests, radiation heat transfer
was neglected.

One of the most important physical properties playing a key role in heat transfer is thermal conductivity.
In spite of spread investigation in this field, we have not yet had comprehensive models or formulations for
thermal conductivity of nanofluids which cover all parameters and conditions (Hosseini, 2009).

Consideration of Tests:
In this research, the distilled water as a base fluid with two kinds of oxide nanoparticles, copper oxide

and alumina, were used to make nanofluid. Each of these nanofluids was studied in four particle mass
concentrations. The supplementary information of nanoparticles and water was mentioned in Table 1. The
sample flow type is laminar. Our rheological testes by dynamic viscometer to determine the viscosity of
nanofluids show that in very low particle concentrations (below 1% volume), nanofluids can be considered
Newtonian fluid which has desirable agreement with (Khanafer et al., 2003; Kim, 2004; Zeinali Heris et al.,
2006; Putra et al., 2003; Putra et al., 2003; Sefiane & Bennacer, 2008; Mi & Chwang, 2003) theories. Material
and size of nanoparticles were checked by XRT method. The result of XRT proved the accuracy of information
about nanoparticles which was claimed from seller.

Table 1: Supplementary Information of Nanofluid Components in Room Temperature
k ρ Cp μ Color Size

D-W 0.614 995.8 4179 0.00086 non color -
Al2O3 40 3970 - - white 10 nm
CuO 69 6390 - - black 40 nm

New Me Thod Description:
The main factors which affect on traditional thermal conductivity measurement devices and limit their

performance are time limitation and effect of fluid movement on increasing the convection heat transfer which
previous methods could not considered them. Moreover, devices of those methods are expensive and have a
complicated system. In our new method, we attempted to eliminate these main restrictions. It is able to
measure thermal conductivity of moving state and is not restricted by time like them. The Working system of
this new technique is very simple. Its cost is very low, too.

Although this new method has considerable benefits, there are some limitations when it is used. It is only
useable for liquids and suspension and its range of temperature is limited from ambient air temperature to the
temperature below 60°C. However, it can be increased up to 80°C by especial development if it is needed.
It is also only usable for heating process of liquids. All kinds of liquids expect of harmful and flammable one
can be used in this method.
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Our new model to measure thermal conductivity of suspensions and liquids includes a small beaker, an
electrical motor and a fan which is plugged in the shaft of an electrical motor. A heater was applied to make
the heat and the beaker was put on top of it. There was also a container around the beaker which was filled
by ice and water mixture. The beaker and the container made a heat exchanger. The generated heat from
element was transferred from sample liquid which was poured inside the beaker to water and ice mixture which
was poured in the container. Six thermometers were applied to measure the temperature of ice and water
mixture and also sample liquid [see Figure 1]. A chronometer was also used to measure the time duration of
heating.

Fig. 1: Schematic of Setup

In the heater, we used a part of tungsten spiral thermal element with length of about 9 centimeters. The
low resistance of this part of element could not outstand against ordinary 240 volt electricity and might
disjoint. Therefore, we had to use a transformer to decrease the input voltage. The maximum received voltage
and current of this transformer are equal to 25 volts and 8 amperes. There is also resistance from connection
wires which causes a decrease in the final effective output of voltage and current. The measured final effective
voltage and current were equal to 2.23 volts and 0.7 amperes, respectively.

Distilled water was poured in the beaker and made its temperature to decrease to reach the steady state
temperature while the fan was on and rotated in very low speed. The steady state temperature was assumed
for beginning the work to get the uniform heat distribution. Then, the heater had to be turned on and also the
chronometer was started simultaneously. In this study, we considered the 30s interval to read the temperatures.
The temperature rising had to be read and recorded every 30s. The electricity power was constant. However,
the total heat amount received by the liquid was increased. Rate of this increase was determined by the liquid’s
temperature increasing rate. This procedure was the same for all the tests. The thermal conductivity of distilled
water in different temperatures is known as Figure 3b (Bejan, 1995). The ratio of values of heat power
respectively for conduction and convection heat transfer can be calculated in each temperature separately from
equations 3 and 4 for distilled water. In these equations, a difference of temperature between the sample and
inside wall of beaker was considered. This test was carried out three times and the mean results of heat power
values for each of conduction and convection heat transfer were shown in the Table 2. Temperature of inside
surface of the beaker was calculated from equation 1 (Holman, 2002).
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where r is the radius of beaker and L is the height of sample in the beaker. On the other hand, summation
of these values had to be equal to total heat from thermal element measured by voltmeter and ammeter as
equation 3.

Power = voltage × current =current × (resistance)2 = heat × volume of sample (2)

The obtained values of heat in these two techniques were almost the same. All above procedures carried
out for water were the bases of calibration of the device. The procedures were repeated for nanofluids, too.

Equation 3 can use to calculate the conduction heat transfer of cylinder as follows (Holman, 2002):
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Equation 4 also is used for calculating the convection heat transfer of cylinder (Holman, 2002):
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In our work d should be substituted by hydraulic diameter of duct [see Figure2]. The distance between
thermometer and inside surface of beaker which is represented by the hydraulic diameter is equal to 0.4
centimeter.

Fig. 2: Considered hydraulic diameter of setup

RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

Results of measurement of thermal conductivity of nanofluids will be brought as follows, separately. First,
temperature differences between sample and inside wall of beaker will be shown in a diagram. Then, calculated
thermal conductivity of each nanofluid will be brought in both Figures and empirical correlations. Every
correlation is a function of the thermal conductivity of base fluid and the temperature.

Distilled Water:
Values of temperatures of distilled water and also temperature of inside wall of beaker regarding time

duration measured during the test are base of our calculations and were shown in Figure 3a.
Amounts of thermal conductivity coefficient of distilled water are known from heat transfer handbook

(Holman, 2002) [see Figure 3b]. Amounts of heat consumed for conduction and also convection separately can
be calculated from equations 3 and 4 which were explained above. These data were brought in Table 2.
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Fig. 3: (a) Amounts of temperature rising versus time interval for distilled water and also temperature of
inside wall of beaker and (b) Amounts of thermal conductivity coefficient for distilled water

Table 2: Amounts of Total, Conduction, and Convection Heat
Power of electricity (w) 1.56
Conduction heat (w/m3) 26184.05
Convection heat (w/m3) 5142.12516
Total heat (w/m3) 31326.18

Now, regarding the amounts of heat of conduction, amounts of temperature rising of nanofluids and also
temperature of inside wall of the beaker, we can calculate the thermal conductivity of each nanofluids sample
base on equation 5, separately.
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Here, Ts and T(r) are temperature differences between inside surface of the beaker and the sample. 5.2
Nanofluids

After performance of the test for the nanofluids, all obtained amounts are brought in Figures 4 to 7 as
follow:
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Fig. 4: Amounts of temperature of inside wall of beaker and also temperature rising versus time for distilled
water- alumina (a) 1 mass %, (b) 2 mass %, (c) 3 mass %, (d) 4 mass % nanofluids
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Fig. 5: Amounts of thermal conductivity coefficient for distilled water and also distilled water-alumina (a)
1 mass %, (b) 2 mass %, (c) 3 mass %, (d) 4 mass % nanofluid in different temperature
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Fig. 6: Amounts of temperature of inside wall of beaker and also temperature rising versus time for distilled
water- copper oxide (a) 1 mass %, (b) 2 mass %, (c) 3 mass %, (d) 4 mass % nanofluid
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Fig. 7: Amounts of thermal conductivity coefficient for distilled water and also distilled water-copper oxide
(a) 1 mass %, (b) 2 mass %, (c) 3 mass %, (d) 4 mass % nanofluid in different temperature

Based on equations which mentioned before and regarding the amounts of consumed heat for conduction,
amount of thermal conductivity coefficient in different temperatures for all our nanofluids were obtained from
the following empirical correlation as Table 3.

Here knf,and kf are thermal conductivity of nanofluids and base fluids and T is sample temperature.

Conclusion:
Nanofluids can be replaced by ordinary thermal fluids to increase the efficiency of equipments. The first

step in this way is recognition of their physical properties. In this research, thermal conductivities of two kinds
of nanofluids, copper oxide distilled water and also alumina-distilled water, in temperature range of 20 °C to
50°C were studied. Results show an increase in the thermal conductivity coefficient by increasing the
temperature and also particle concentrations. Thermal conductivity of nanofluids was also increased by
increasing the thermal conductivity of particles.

Temperature and physical properties of base fluid which were studied in this research seem to be more
important for each nanofluid. Some new correlations were also suggested to measure the thermal conductivity
of the nanofluids.
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Table 3: Suggested Numerical Correlation to Measure Thermal Conductivity of Certain Nanofluids
Nanofluid Formula
Alumina-water 1% knf=kf [1.6811-0.341(Tnf/Tw)]
Alumina-water 2% knf=kf [1.792-0.381(Tnf/Tw)]
Alumina-water 3% knf=kf [1.911-0.515(Tnf/Tw)]
Alumina-water 4% knf=kf [2.108-0.616(Tnf/Tw)]
CuO-water 1% knf=kf [1.631-0.209(Tnf/Tw)]
CuO-water 2% knf=kf [2.181-0.599(Tnf/Tw)]
CuO-water 3% knf=kf [2.358-0.712(Tnf/Tw)]
CuO-water 4% knf=kf [2.497-0.793(Tnf/Tw)]
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